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Abstract

Conversational systems enable numerous valu-
able applications, and question-answering is
an important component underlying many of
these. However, conversational question-
answering remains challenging due to the lack
of realistic, domain-specific training data. In-
spired by this bottleneck, we focus on con-
versational question generation as a means to
generate synthetic conversations for training
and evaluation purposes. We present a num-
ber of novel strategies to improve conversa-
tional flow and accommodate varying ques-
tion types and overall fluidity. Specifically,
we design ChainCQG as a two-stage archi-
tecture that learns question-answer represen-
tations across multiple dialogue turns using a
flow propagation training strategy. ChainCQG
significantly outperforms both answer-aware
and answer-unaware SOTA baselines (e.g., up
to 48% BLEU-1 improvement). Additionally,
our model is able to generate different types of
questions, with improved fluidity and corefer-
ence alignment.

1 Introduction

Conversational systems are important in many real-
world applications, including personal assistants,
educational tutors (Winkler et al., 2020), customer
service (El Asri et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al.,
2018), and increasingly, entertainment. A key com-
ponent of these systems is the ability to interpret
a search query and retrieve information from dif-
ferent sources as naturally and efficiently as pos-
sible. In analogous human interactions, such a
search generally occurs through conversation. In
this context, a conversation consists of a sequence
of dialogue turns during which the search objec-
tive becomes clearer over time. The applications
mentioned above could benefit greatly from this
type of multi-turn interaction, enabling conversa-
tional agents to accurately predict intent, request

additional information, and better understand am-
biguous followup questions and comments. In an
applied setting, meaningful and natural conversa-
tions are important features of virtual entities as a
means to establish trust and improve usability.

Here, we are motivated by the challenging task
of conversational question answering (CQA). Cur-
rent open-source datasets such as CoQA (Reddy
et al., 2019) and QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) pro-
vide strong baselines for this task. However, these
datasets have limited applicability in practical set-
tings, because 1) they are created from domain-
agnostic source material, and 2) they do not neces-
sarily consider the full diversity of question types
and vernacular that may be encountered in natu-
ral dialogue. Creating realistic, domain-specific
datasets to train CQA models is notoriously costly
and time-consuming. As such, we focus on the re-
lated task of question generation as a means to gen-
erate synthetic conversational questions and subse-
quently, create new datasets or augment existing
ones. This will ultimately enable training CQA
models in closed-loop, simulation environments,
as well as allow machines to initiate dialogue and
engage in information-seeking behavior.

While QA models have been studied previ-
ously (Zhu et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2019; Yeh
and Chen, 2019; Chen et al., 2020; Ju et al., 2019;
Ohsugi et al., 2019)), the QG task, which is the
focus of this paper, has received less attention. QG
models in the answer-unaware setting aim to pre-
dict a question given the source passage, while in
the answer-aware setting, the target answer and
rationale are included as inputs as well. Most
QG-related literature has focused on single-turn
question generation using question-answer datasets
such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), and other
textual sources like Wikipedia articles (Du and
Cardie, 2018).

Conversational Question Generation (CQG)
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proves more challenging than single-turn QG as the
questions are often highly ambiguous on their own,
forcing the model to learn a deeper understanding
of the context surrounding the passage text and
dialogue history (Pan et al., 2019). Most CQG
studies have generated questions using only the
passage and dialogue history as inputs (i.e., answer-
unaware) (Pan et al., 2019; Qi et al., 2020; Nakan-
ishi et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018). Answer-aware
CQG models, on the other hand, generate questions
based on the target answer, as well as dialogue his-
tory and passage. Although answer-aware CQG
models seek to improve the generated conversation
flow, current answer-aware QG models suffer from
issues including inaccurate coreference alignment,
dialogue inconsistencies, incorrect grammar and
the inability to generate many different types of
questions (e.g. yes/no, factoid, explanation).

In this paper, we introduce ChainCQG, a Con-
versational QG model that achieves improved per-
formance by jointly learning the representations of
questions and answers sequentially, across multiple
dialogue turns. To this end, we outline a two-stage
architecture, inspired by the approach discussed
in Wu et al. (2019) and Gu et al. (2020), where
two language models are used to simulate user
and system in a response generation task. Our
ChainCQG model is trained end-to-end, resulting
in high-quality questions, while reducing computa-
tional cost by using shared parameters across both
models. Using an answer-aware strategy grounds
each turn of QG by jointly encoding the passage
with the target answer rationale, increasing accu-
racy of the generated question types and further
aligning coreferences between dialogue turns. We
evaluate our approach using the inverted CoQA
dataset (Reddy et al., 2019), which is a large-scale
CQA dataset that we re-purposed for question gen-
eration. Our model outperforms existing SOTA
CFNet (Gao et al., 2019) and ReDR (Pan et al.,
2019) by a large margin on automatic evaluation
metrics, and shows improved results on human
evaluation metrics as well. More information about
the baselines will be discussed in Section 2.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper
are threefold 1:

• The ChainCQG two-stage architecture is in-
troduced with answer-aware input encoding,
and it is an end-to-end model which is able to

1Code available at https://github.com/
searchableai/ChainCQG.

fluently generate different types of questions
and achieve high consistency with the target
answers.

• We demonstrate a flow propagation-based
training method to learn question-answer rep-
resentations across multiple dialogue spans.

• ChainCQG sets the new SOTA results on the
answer-aware CQG task with robust human
evaluation results.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows: First, we discuss related work and how
our approach is distinguished from previous meth-
ods (in Section 2). Then, we discuss the ChainCQG
framework and preprocessing steps (in Section 3).
Next, we describe our experiments, datasets and
metrics, and evaluation results (in Section 4). Fi-
nally, we discuss conclusions, future work and the
ethical issues (in Sections 5 and 6).

2 Related Work

In this section, we first explore previous approaches
to question generation and then discuss outstand-
ing research challenges in conversational question
generation.

2.1 Single-turn Question Generation

Single-turn question generation has been the fo-
cus of extensive research. Two of the main cat-
egories in QG are answer-unaware and answer-
aware. The former category generates the ques-
tion without knowledge of the answer and solely
based on the passage; whereas, the latter takes
both passage and answer as inputs. Traditional
approaches for answer-unaware QG include two
main steps: content selection and question gener-
ation (Du and Cardie, 2017; Subramanian et al.,
2018). Some of the more recent approaches utilize
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models for end-to-
end question generation using Transformer-based
architectures (Scialom et al., 2019). Various tech-
niques have been used for improving the generated
questions, including contextualized word embed-
dings (Scialom et al., 2019), question type usage
and copying mechanism (Wu et al., 2020), and
typed decoders (Wang et al., 2018).

To enable answer-aware question generation, the
input passage is augmented with information de-
scribing the answer. For example, the passage
can be concatenated with the answer positions and

https://github.com/searchableai/ChainCQG.
https://github.com/searchableai/ChainCQG.
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lexical features (e.g., part-of-speech (POS) and
named entity (NER)) to form the encoder input of
a seq2seq model (Zhou et al., 2017). Jointly mod-
elling the unstructured passage and the structured
answer-relevant relation has been suggested for im-
proving question generation as well (Li et al., 2019).
Additional techniques have been proposed to solve
various answer-aware QG challenges, including
poor performance on long passages (Zhao et al.,
2018) and the bias of repeating the terms in the
target answer within the generated question (Kim
et al., 2019).

2.2 Conversational Question Generation

Compared to single-turn QG, conversational (i.e.,
multi-turn) QG is less frequently explored in the
literature. Further, it is more difficult as it requires
a deeper understanding of the context and the di-
alogue history. Previous work mostly focused on
answer-unaware CQG (Pan et al., 2019; Qi et al.,
2020; Nakanishi et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018).
Specifically, Pan et al. (2019) proposed an encoder-
decoder framework, ReDR, for answer-agnostic
CQG, which is fine-tuned using feedback from an
independent question-answer model. However, in
this setting, maintaining conversational flow and
consistency between dialogue turns is a primary
challenge.

In this paper, we focus on answer-aware ques-
tion generation. By grounding the generated ques-
tion with the target answer rationale in each turn,
this approach seeks to improve conversational flow
and question-answer consistency. Within answer-
aware CQG, (Gao et al., 2019) introduced the cur-
rent SOTA, CFNet, which combined an auxiliary
coreference alignment module with a copy mech-
anism and dialogue flow embedding. As will be
described (in Section 4), we compare our model
to answer-aware, CFNet (Gao et al., 2019), and
answer-unaware, ReDR (Pan et al., 2019), SOTA
baselines. As a practical note, in real-world ap-
plications, answer-aware QG systems may be aug-
mented with an Answer Generation (AG) model
to form an answer-unaware model that predicts the
next conversational question-answer pair jointly.
Discussing this AG model is out of the scope of
this paper and will be the focus of future work.

3 The ChainCQG Framework

ChainCQG learns the question-answer representa-
tions jointly using two modules: Answer Encod-

ing (AE) and Question Generation (QG). Encoding
the answer based on the passage and dialogue his-
tory improves the answer understanding within the
QG module, which in turn improves the generated
questions. In the rest of this section, we provide a
description of the input pre-processing steps, the
general CQG problem formulation, and the AE and
QG modules.

3.1 Task Definition
The conversational QG task in this paper aims
to predict the next question given the passage
(P), target answer (An) and history of the dia-
logue preceding the nth turn, (Hn). We also con-
sider the answer rationale in each turn, and an-
notate the passage with the target answer ratio-
nale span, which we denote as PHLn . Mathemat-
ically, given the annotated passage (PHLn), tar-
get answer (An), and dialogue history (Hn =
((Q1, A1), (Q2, A2), ..., (Qn−1, An−1))), the QG
task predicts the next question Qn. This task can
be defined explicitly as generating a question, Q̂,
where:

Q̂ = argmax
Qn

Prob(Qn|PHLn , An, Hn). (1)

3.2 Input Preprocessing
In this Section, we briefly describe the processing
steps necessary to prepare the input data. Specifi-
cally, we take the following approach:

1. We first create n sub-dialogues based on the
full dialogue, with the i-th sub-dialogue start-
ing from the first turn and finishing with the i-
th turn, i.e., SD1 = {{Q1, A1}}, SD2 = {{Q1,
A1}, {Q2, A2}}, ..., SDn = {{Q1, A1}, {Q2,
A2}, ..., {Qn, An} }.

2. For the i-th sub-dialogue, we use a highlight
token, [HL], to denote the answer rationale in
the passage corresponding to the answer in the
i-th turn, which serves as additional context
for the target answer.

3. For each sub-dialogue, i, the passage (with
the highlighted token corresponding to the i-
th turn) is concatenated with the first answer
(i.e., A1) by a SEP token. We denote the con-
catenation as A∗.

4. We then reverse the order of the answers and
questions in the sub-dialogues (e.g., {A1, Q1}
instead of {Q1, A1}). The reason behind this
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Figure 1: Main structure of ChainCQG. Each QA turn in the dialogue span is trained with a separate conversa-
tional flow that contains all previous dialogue turns. Answer Encoder and Question Generator modules iteratively
generate and share answer and question representations across multiple dialogue turns.

step is to align the input sequence with the nat-
ural order of the QG task, where the questions
come after the answers. We examine the ef-
fects of this ordering scheme in later ablation
studies.

3.3 Answer Encoding and Question
Generation Modules

In this paper, we use GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019)
to represent both the AE and QG modules de-
scribed above. Specifically, the AE model is used
to learn the representation of the passage and an-
swer in each turn, and the QG model is used to
learn the representation of the dialogue history and
generate the next question in the conversation. The
AE and QG models communicate via the models’
hidden states, which are the K and V values when
using GPT. K and V values together form a con-
texual representation for the entire conversation
history.

3.4 Flow Propagation-Based Training

To improve the conversational flow of the CQG, we
introduce a sequential training process. Figure 1
shows the main structure. To make it more con-
crete, let us consider a dialogue of n turns ({{Q1,
A1}, {Q2, A2}, ..., {Qn, An} }). The forward
propagation process iterates through all previous
turns and finally estimates the loss values for An

and Qn. In this process, we pass the GPT-based
(K, V) representation forward to the next module,
which accumulates the representations of each pre-

vious turn, with the original highlighted passage as
reference. For each sub-dialogue, we only update
the loss from the answer and question in the last
turn since the highlighted span specifies the infor-
mation for the last turn. For a sub-dialog of n turns,
the loss is calculated as

Loss = LossAn + LossQn (2)

where
LossAn = CE(An, PAn) (3)

and
LossQn = CE(Qn, PQn) (4)

CE refers to the cross-entropy loss from a target
sentence. The parameters of the model are updated
by backpropagating the aggregated loss values. By
considering the encoding of the previous turns for
estimating the loss and increasingly considering
various sub-dialogues, the flow propagation-based
training improves the conversational flow of the
CQG.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We conduct experiments on the CoQA dataset
(Reddy et al., 2019), which is a large-scale conver-
sational question answering dataset composed of
8k conversations with 127k question-answer pairs
collected via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each dia-
logue turn also contains the supporting rationale for
each answer. A number of different question types
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are present, as documented in the original paper,
including Yes/No, explanation (i.e. How?, Why?),
and factoid (i.e. What? When? Where? How
much?). Yes/No and explanation questions, along-
side the overall conversational language, make this
an exceedingly challenging dataset for CQG. Since
the private test set is not available, we conduct ex-
periments on the training set and the dev set. We
randomly sample 10% from the original training
set to form the test set, and keep the original dev
set unchanged. We conduct our experiments with
a training set with 97783 examples, dev set with
7983 examples and test set with 10846 examples.
We report the performance on the test set.

4.2 Implementation Details

We use both GPTsmall and GPTmedium in all experi-
ments. For baselines, we consider ReDR, the SOTA
method in answer-unaware CQG, and CFNet, the
SOTA method in answer-aware CQG. We also im-
plemented two SOTA pre-training generation mod-
els, T5 and BART. They utilize all our preprocess-
ing methods and training skills except the AE/QG
modules. We used T5large (770M) and BARTlarge
(400M), which are comparable with ChainCQG-M
in terms of parameter size.

We initialize ChainCQG with the open sourced
GPT-2 parameters (Radford et al., 2019). We apply
AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019),
and the warmup ratio is set to 0.1. The learning rate
is tuned between 2e-5 and 5e-5. The dropout ratio
is set to be 0.1. We decode questions by nucleus
sampling (Holtzman et al., 2020) with top-p as 0.2,
top-k as 400, and temperature as 0.7.

4.3 Evaluation Metric

Our main objectives when evaluating our model are
quality of the generated questions and performance
on our task goal (e.g., asking conversational ques-
tions that are consistent with the target answers).
To this end, we first examine a set of automated
metrics. Then, to ensure robustness, we evaluate
and discuss a set of human-based metrics.

4.3.1 Automated Metrics
To evaluate our question generation approach, we
aim to show that it is 1) grammatically and se-
mantically correct and 2) able to achieve the task
objectives. To achieve the first goal, we compute
automatic metrics with respect to the ground truth
questions. We report multiple commonly used
metrics, including BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),

ROUGE (Lin, 2004), METEOR (Banerjee and
Lavie, 2005), and perplexity (Clarkson and Robin-
son, 1999). BertScore (Zhang* et al., 2020) and
MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019) are recently pro-
posed metrics that utilize a large pre-trained model
to evaluate the generation quality at the semantic
level. We use both of these to evaluate the seman-
tic similarity between the generated question and
the reference question. Since two questions could
express similar meaning with low lexical overlap,
these two semantic-level metric could also show
important information about the question quality.

4.3.2 Human Evaluation Metrics and
Procedure

In this section, we discuss the metrics used for
human evaluation. Human evaluation provides ad-
ditional support for the approach and the robustness
of automatic evaluation. Specifically, we use an-
swerability and fluency to measure the quality of
the generated questions in relation to the context.
We have used Mechanical Turk for this evaluation.

In the context of answer-aware question gen-
eration, Answer Consistency describes whether
the generated questions result in the correct an-
swers (Celikyilmaz et al., 2020). To measure this
metric, we provide the passage and the answer, and
ask the evaluators whether the generated question is
consistent with the answer (i.e., 1 for consistent and
0 for inconsistent). Fluency measures the quality
of the generated questions and accounts for criteria
such as grammar, spelling, choice of words, and
style (Du et al., 2017). To measure this metric, we
provide the generated question and ask the human
evaluator whether the language in the generated
question is fluent. We consider three categories of
errors: grammar/spelling mistakes, missing entity
names, and mismatched pronouns. Based on these
categories, we assign 2 for cases with no mistake
in any of the categories, 1 for cases with maximum
of one mistake in any of the mentioned categories,
and 0 for cases with one or more mistakes in each
one of the categories. We scale the fluency score to
(0,1) by maximum evaluation scores.

4.4 Main Results

The ChainCQG model architecture is evaluated
alongside two SOTA baselines (ReDR, CFNet) on
a number of automatic metrics, including BLEU
(1-4), METEOR, ROUGE-L, MoverScore, and
BERTScore. More information about these met-
rics and baselines was presented in Section 4.3.
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Model B1 B2 B3 B4 M RL BS MS
ReDR 27.58 7.81 2.83 1.35 12.15 34.05 87.14 7.62
CFNet 38.24 22.60 16.11 12.23 25.75 43.25 91.25 25.92

BART-large 49.41 30.57 19.40 12.34 35.78 46.88 92.55 31.89
T5-large 50.83 32.64 20.81 13.84 37.08 48.67 92.86 33.91

ChainCQG-M 53.15 35.31 23.31 15.78 40.15 50.98 93.14 36.40
ChainCQG-S 49.26 31.06 20.24 12.11 33.26 46.23 92.53 32.82

Table 1: Automated Metric Evaluation Results.

These scores seek to evaluate the lexical overlap,
and to some degree, the semantic similarity, be-
tween generated and ground truth questions within
each dialogue turn. We also train two QG mod-
els based on pretrained Transformer seq2seq ar-
chitectures (BART-large (Lewis et al., 2020), T5-
large (Raffel et al., 2020)) using all elements of
the ChainCQG methodology except the question-
answer representation sharing mechanism used in
ChainCQG model. Instead, the target answer is the
direct input to the model, concatenated with the
passage and dialogue history.

4.4.1 Automated Metrics Results
Results of all models and baselines are shown
in Table 1. In the top row of this Table, P is
the perplexity, B1-4 are BLEU 1 through BLEU
4, M is METEOR, RL is ROUGE-L, BS is the
BERTScore, and MS is MoverScore. In the first
column, ChainCQG-M and ChainCQG-S refer to
two version of our approach using medium and
small GPT-2. Major observations are listed below:

The top performing ChainCQG model, com-
posed of two GPT-2 Medium modules, improves
upon all baselines by a considerable margin and
across all the considered metrics. In addition, it
also outperforms the T5-large, which has more pa-
rameters, by a large margin. This suggests that
the ChainCQG learns a better representation using
the AE-QG structure, with less parameters than
the T5. We improve upon the current answer-
aware CQG SOTA, CFNet, on each metric as well.
Note that with our methods, T5-large and BART-
large also outperforms the SOTA methods. T5-
large is the next best performing model, trailing
ChainCQG by at least two points on all metrics ex-
cept BERTScore, which shows a narrower margin
of improvement.

4.4.2 Human Evaluation Results
It is well-known that automatic evaluation metrics
do not always correlate with human judgement in

Model Consistency Fluency
CFNet 0.710 0.439
BART 0.792 0.482

T5 0.757 0.462
ChainCQG-M 0.817 0.548

Table 2: Human Evaluation Results.

conversational generation tasks (Celikyilmaz et al.,
2020). Especially in the context of CQG, there
is a many-to-one relationship between questions
and their target answers and dialogue contexts, and
token-based metrics are inherently unable to mea-
sure the similarity between such sequences with
low degrees of lexical overlap. As a recourse, we
also assess our model performance on a number of
human evaluation metrics described in a previous
section: Answer Consistency and Fluidity. These
metrics cover an important cross-section of human
judgement, which is not represented in the auto-
matic metrics. Specifically, we seek to quantify
the naturalness and consistency of ChainCQG re-
sults within each dialogue span. Table 2 shows the
performance of our models and baselines on these
metrics.

4.5 Results Discussion

Overall, both standalone QG models using BART
and T5, as well as ChainCQG outperformed the
SOTA baseline, CFNet, on both metrics, while the
ChainCQG model achieved the best performance
of all models on both metrics. The Answer Consis-
tency roughly indicates that the question types were
better aligned with the target answer and dialogue
history, than the baseline, while the Fluency met-
ric points to improvements in factors like grammar,
coreference alignment, and dialogue flow. Together
with the Automatic Metrics, these results support
our finding that the ChainCQG model is able to
learn to produce conversational dialogue that is
well aligned with the CoQA dataset, both lexically
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and semantically, and more robust in general.

The improvement over single CQG seq2seq mod-
els like T5 demonstrates the success of learning
joint question-answer representations and using
the encoding of the latter to inform the QG mod-
ule. We present a more complete analysis of er-
ror and ablation studies in the following sections.
The answer-aware QG strategy is also validated
here, as shown by the significant improvement
of every answer-aware model over the answer-
unaware (ReDR) baseline. Finally, the compar-
ison of ChainCQG to the current answer-aware
QG SOTA, CFNet, demonstrates the importance of
the question-answer representation and encoding
scheme in our model. While CFNet incorporates
tactical model components to improve the quality
of CQG along specific dimensions, such as corefer-
ence and dialogue flow, our model is able to flexi-
bly learn the progression of questions without the
need for architectural components that target spe-
cific dialogue features. Another important point
is that CFNet excluded all Yes/No questions from
their analysis, as they proved difficult to reliably
generate. Our model not only achieves SOTA per-
formance, but is also able to natively generate every
question type present in the dataset. Moreover, we
notice that our model shows improved coreference
alignment ability when generating questions with
complex and entangled dialog history.

4.6 Ablation Study

Our ablation study aims to understand the effective-
ness of various design choices in the ChainCQG
approach outlined (in Section 3.3). In all ablation
experiments, the reference model is the ChainCQG
model, combining the AE and QG modules. Re-
sults of this analysis are shown in Table 3. We have
applied the following ablations:

4.6.1 Removing the dialogue history

Here, we evaluate the effect of the flow propagation
training scheme. Table 3 shows that removing the
dialogue history, and consequently, any notion of
dialogue flow, reduces performance across all the
metrics (e.g., approximately 14% for both small
and medium versions). These results match the
intuition that dialogue history provides essential
context to correctly handle coreferences and natural
transitions.

4.6.2 Removing the answer rationale
highlight tokens

To evaluate the effect of grounding the generated
questions in the relevant passage text, we remove
the answer rationale highlight tokens from the input
passage. The results in Table 3 show that this abla-
tion decreases performance in all the metrics. For
example, removing the highlight reduces BLEU-
1 for the medium GPT from 53.15 to 47.07 (ap-
proximately 11% reduction). We conclude that the
highlighted tokens ground the model in the relevant
passage information, providing essential context
while focusing the scope of the question.

4.6.3 Changing the order of the questions
and answers

As discussed in Section 3.2, we have used the AQ
order instead of QA in our input encoding. Here,
we evaluate the effect of such ordering. As Ta-
ble 3 shows, reversing the order of the question
and answers results in a performance reduction of
approximately 5% in the BLEU-1 score for the
medium GPT model. This shows that the AQ or-
der is a more natural structure for dialogue flow
propagation, since answers precede the generated
question in each turn.

4.6.4 Removing the AE module

As discussed in Sections 1 and 3.3, by including
the AE module, we aim to address the challenge
of expressing the representations of questions and
answers over multiple dialogue turns. Here, we
remove the AE module to validate the effect of
this modelling choice. The results in Table 3 show
that removing the AE module reduces the perfor-
mance of the model by 3% and 8% in the BLEU-
1 score for the medium and small GPT models,
respectively. This indicates that propagating the
question-answer representations across dialogue
turns produces rich temporal representations that
improve the fidelity of dialogue flow.

4.7 Error Analysis

In order to better understand the performance dif-
ferentiation between our model and baselines con-
sidered here, we inspected some samples of gener-
ated questions with poor quality. While the SOTA
baseline, CFNet, neglected all Yes/No questions
completely, our model is overall, very successful at
generating this type, alongside others such as fac-
toid and explanation. However, Yes/No questions
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Model P B1 B2 B3 B4 M RL BS MS
ChainCQG-M 7.04 53.15 35.31 23.31 15.78 40.15 50.98 93.14 36.40
ChainCQG-S 9.55 49.26 31.06 20.24 12.11 33.26 46.23 92.53 32.82
M w/o history 9.13 45.53 28.35 18.31 11.27 30.35 40.45 92.54 27.59
S w/o history 11.1 42.54 25.63 14.91 8.01 27.73 39.23 91.03 24.30

M w/o highlight 7.83 47.07 30.63 20.54 12.91 32.56 43.63 92.36 31.50
S w/o highlight 11.09 43.63 25.74 17.14 10.54 27.73 40.43 91.23 24.82
M w/o AQ order 7.43 50.23 33.65 21.43 14.08 37.35 48.88 92.94 34.73
S w/o AQ order 9.90 47.65 30.51 19.04 10.80 31.58 42.82 92.21 29.74

M w/o AE module 8.05 51.64 33.26 21.26 13.86 37.23 47.23 92.64 32.23
S w/o AE module 15.21 45.23 28.19 18.01 10.73 29.43 44.12 92.13 27.28

Table 3: Ablation Study Results.

can still be problematic when the answer context in-
cludes many potential targets, each of which could
be satisfied by a consistent Yes/No question. We
also find that in minority cases, ChainCQG cannot
handle questions requiring complex logic or rea-
soning to arrive at the target answer. We hypothe-
size that a more powerful pre-training model could
alleviate this issue. Also, the ChainCQG model
sometimes includes additional details related to the
answer, not contained in the gold question, which
results in slightly more verbose, though consistent,
questions.

5 Discussion and Ethical Issues

The results presented here demonstrate the effi-
cacy of modern Transformer-based architectures,
and specifically ChainCQG, in producing conver-
sational questions on a challenging dataset. While
answer-aware QG is our focus here, we plan to ex-
pand this in future work to include answer-unaware
and open-ended QG, multi-task NLG involving
QA, and domain-specific dialogue simulation. The
flexibility of the ChainCQG architecture lends it-
self well to each of these problems, as representa-
tions from different inputs and tasks can be shared
easily between modules.

As for the practical implications of our QG work,
a number of applications mentioned in previous
sections could immediately take advantage of QG
features, either for training QA models or gener-
ating user-facing questions. In the former setting,
generation models, such as ChainCQG, risk pollut-
ing the training dataset with examples that are noisy
or inconsistent with the target answers, which can
cause undesirable effects at inference time. In the
latter setting, generation models may suffer from
bias based on the questions available for training,

which may lead to misrepresentation of application
domains and individual users. Additional work is
required to understand the extent of these issues
in real-world applications, and identify corrective
measures to ensure model robustness and diversi-
fied training distributions.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce ChainCQG, an answer-
aware Conversational Question Generation model
that outperforms all baselines on both automatic
and human evaluation metrics on the inverted
CoQA dataset (e.g., BLEU-1 improvement of 48%
and 28% with GPT medium compared to ReDR
and CFNet, respectively). We have designed a two-
stage GPT-2-based architecture that jointly learns
passage and dialogue history representations via a
flow propagation training method. ChainCQG pro-
duces high-quality questions in multi-turn dialogue,
addressing previous SOTA issues such as question
type fidelity, question-answer inconsistency and
coreference misalignment. Finally, we have per-
formed and presented extensive ablation studies for
various aspects of our approach.
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